
Everyone involved in the 
armouring of cars and 
vehicles has the same 
nightmarish headache with 
the firewall. Not to mention 
all the other components...

Let Deform AB help you. We are experts 
in the advanced 3-dimensional forming 
of many steel grades used for armour. 
Our long experience in hot forming and 
heat treatment ensures that finished 
components have the correct mechanical 
properties. Each product is tested before 
delivery.

Our competitively priced 
1-piece solution has many 
advantages and gives you  
an outstanding firewall.

Cost-efficient
Welding several plates together takes 
time, skilled personnel and money. 
This 1-piece solution saves such resour-
ces and gives you a superior firewall.

Better ballistic protection
All weld seams are weak areas. A 1-piece 
firewall made using our technology has 
no such weak areas.

Perfect fit and better quality
Welding around 20 small pieces together 
and consistently getting the correct 3-di-
mensional shape is very difficult. For-
ming in a press guarantees the perfect 
shape every time.

Less weight
A welded solution often has overlapped 
plates at the welded seams. Thus, be-
sides all the advantages listed above, 
our 1-piece firewall also  weighs less.

New firewall, NO Nightmares!>
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Nightmare… A normal f irewall 
comprises at least 20 small 
pieces welded together.

Our 1-piece f irewall in 10 mm 
Armox 600 for Toyota LC200  

as an example.

No nightmare! We can make hot formed  
f irewalls to any vehicle on the market.

fOrmiNg yOur iDeas

be at the forefront! save weight and time!  
increase ballistic protection and beat the competition!
For more information, please contact:

exPOrt sales

Jonas Genander
+46 (0)586-471 12
+46 (0)70-761 59 89
jg@deform.se

sales aND market maNager

Conny Lundstedt
+46 (0)586-474 34
+46 (0)70-651 03 44
cl@deform.se
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